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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Changes in DNA methylation along the life have been documented, and environmental exposures (includ-
ing diet, physical activity and smoking) can accelerate or decelerate this process. The epigenetic clock estimates the biological
age of an individual measuring methylation patterns in specific areas of its genome. Recently, a new epigenetic clock based
on 6 CpGs has been proposed, with high potential to become an easy accessible tool able to measure the epigenetic age (EA)
of an individual.
OBJECTIVES: This study aims to validate the 6 CpG epigenetic clock comparing it with other biomarkers of aging such as
telomere length (TL) and methylation in the long interspersed nuclear element-1 (LINE-1). The impact of lifestyle associated
factors on these molecular marks has been evaluated.
METHODS: 200 healthy participants having extreme dietary patterns (healthy vs western diet) were selected. Dietary
intakes, body composition, physical activity level and smoking has been assessed. DNA extracted from whole blood was
used to measure the 6CpG-EA, TL and LINE-1 methylation levels.
RESULTS: 6CpG-EA was positively correlated with chronological age (r = 0.591; p = 7.2*10−20) and negatively with TL
(r = –0.150; p = 0.040) and LINE-1 methylation (r = –0.240; p = 0.001). Despite the fact that no significant associations were
detected with the overall diet quality (HEI), 6CpG-EA was correlated with dietary intakes of nutrients involved in the
one-carbon (1 C) metabolism, especially in the western diet group.
CONCLUSION: These results support the 6CpG epigenetic clock as an easy accessible tool to estimate biological age, in
accordance with other molecular markers of aging, and suggest that EA can be modulated by micronutrients involved in the
1 C metabolism.
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Abbreviations

AA Age acceleration
CpG Cytosine-Guanine dinucleotide
EA Epigenetic age
HEI Healthy Eating Index
LINE Long interspersed nuclear elements
TL Telomere length

1. Introduction

Epigenetic marks on DNA and histones are not
entirely maintained in somatic cells over aging [1].
This altered epigenomic state, referred to ‘epige-
netic drift’, contributes to impaired cellular and
molecular functions in aged cells [2]. With regards
to DNA methylation in mammals, aging is char-
acterized by a global DNA hypomethylation and
local changes in the methylation levels of specific
DNA loci [3, 4]. Global hypomethylation in par-
ticular affects highly methylated repeat sequences,
such as transposable elements [5–7]. Since CpG sites
are particularly enriched at transposable elements
(accounting for > 65% of those found throughout the
human genome), the analysis of methylation levels in
these areas of the genome has been considered as a
surrogate marker of global levels of DNA methylation
[6]. Among transposable elements, the long inter-
spersed nuclear elements (LINEs) are those whose
methylation can be altered in response to stress, infec-
tion, diseases [8] and have been associated to genomic
instability [9, 10]. Moreover, LINE-1 hypomethyla-
tion is permissive for LINE-1 transcription [11] and
it is a common condition in aging and age-related
diseases [5, 6]. Nevertheless, despite this prevailing
tendencies to hypomethylation in aging, DNA could
be either hypomethylated or hypermethylated at spe-
cific loci [12].

Due to the association between aging and specific
DNA methylation patterns [3], it has been suggested
that, collectively, changes in DNA methylation at
specific sites can be used as an “epigenetic clock”
to predict the biological age and the lifespan of an
individual [12]. Epigenetic clocks use algorithms
to calculate biological age on the basis of a read-
out of the extent to which dozens or even hundreds
of CpGs across an individual’s genome are methy-
lated. Classically, these models are trained to estimate
chronological age. While chronological age refers to
the time elapsed since the birth of the individual,

biological age is linked to the decline of biological
functions. The deviation measured between the epi-
genetic and the chronological age, often referred to
as either DeltaAge or age acceleration (AA), tends to
be predictive of age-related health outcomes, such
as mortality and disease burden. Thus, epigenetic
age is thought to be a proxy for biological age, and
epigenetic clocks are considered tools able to trace
biological aging [13].

Although the biological and chronological ages of
an individual with a healthy lifestyle should match,
exposition to detrimental environmental factors can
increase biological age (i.e., promoting AA). Thus,
it has been suggested that the epigenetic clock might
help to quantify the impact of risk factors associated
to the aging process (i.e., exposure to environmental
factors such as unhealthy diet, alcohol use, tobacco
and stress) on the health status, by measuring accel-
eration or deceleration of the epigenetic age (EA)
[14].

Among environmental exposures, diet is one of
the most well-described factors able to modulate the
epigenome [15]. In particular, the influence of diet on
DNA methylation pathways (especially through the
regulation of the one-carbon metabolism [16, 17]) as
well as its impact on the aging process [18–21] have
been widely described. Both the overall diet qual-
ity and the availability of nutrients involved in the
one-carbon cycle (1CC) (i.e., B vitamins, betaine and
choline) might impact the DNA methylation path-
ways [17] and, consequentially, the epigenetic age.

Some literature concerning the impact of diet and
lifestyle on the epigenetic clock is available [22–24].
However, contrasting evidence has been collected
[25] and different approaches to measure the epige-
netic clock have been used. Indeed, several epigenetic
clocks have been developed that predict biological
age based on the changes in methylation from a tissue
or blood at different selected CpGs. One of the first
and most popular epigenetic clock was developed by
Horvath [13]. The Horvath clock used 353 CpG sites
(obtained from publicly available datasets for various
human tissues and cell types) to predict biological
age. Other clocks have been developed, trying to
reduce the number of CpGs used maintaining a good
accuracy [14]. Indeed, despite most of the epigenetic
clocks rely on the Illumina BeadChip technology, a
targeted analysis limited to a few CpGs is more cost-
effective, faster and less dependent on availability of
this technology and its specific BeadChip versions.
For this reason, a targeted approach to epigenetic age
measurement might facilitate the translation of this
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interesting biomarker towards an easily accessible
and more standardized test, as requested by the Euro-
pean in vitro diagnostics regulations (IVDR). Several
pyrosequencing-based epigenetic clocks have been
proposed for animal models [26] and humans [27,
28]. Among them, Han et al. recently elegantly
described the possibility to use methylation levels
at 6 CpGs to successfully estimate the biological
age from human blood DNA samples [29]. To select
age-associated CpGs, they used a training set of 973
DNAm profiles of healthy human blood samples (1
to 101 years old), derived from 7 different studies
and based on the 450 k Illumina BeadChip platform.
They selected candidate CpGs either for linear corre-
lation (Pearson’s correlation), continuous non-linear
association (Spearman’s rank-order), or by linear cor-
relation with the logarithm of age. After a careful
evaluation and elimination of CpGs that might act
as confounding factors, they identified and validated
in an independent set, several epigenetic clocks based
on a different number of CpGs [29]. Among these, the
simpler, but still informative, was the model based on
6 CpGs, which appeared as an easily accessible tool
to evaluate the epigenetic age (6CpG-EA).

Thus, the aim of this study was: 1) to validate
the measurement of epigenetic age through a 6-
CpG model in an independent cohort of 200 healthy
subjects, 2) to test the correlation between the 6-CpG-
epigenetic clock and other parameters associated with
biological aging (LINE-1 methylation and telomere
length (TL)), 3) to test if lifestyle factors are associ-
ated with the 6CpG-EA, with a particular focus on
diet quality and intake of vitamins involved in the
1CC.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Enrolment of study participants, evaluation
of body composition and physical activity
levels

Participants gave their written informed consent
(procedures approved by the Local Ethics Com-
mittee at Poznań University of Medical Sciences
(number 486/2016)). A detailed description of the
course of research, recruitment procedure and inclu-
sion/exclusion criteria has been previously published
[30–32]. The mean age of the recruited cohort is
38.2 ± 4.9. Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated
as weight in kilograms (kg) divided by height in

meters squared (m2). Fat mass percentage (%FM)
was measured using the whole-body densitometry
method with the predicted thoracic gas volume (Bod-
Pod, Cosmed, USA). Information about smoking
habits were collected. No quantitative data about the
number of cigarettes smoked per day were avail-
able. Physical activity (PA) level (1-low, 2-medium,
3-high) was estimated by means of a short form
of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ) [33].

2.2. Dietary records, diet quality and vitamin
intake

Dietary records from three consecutive days have
been collected. 200 subjects with extreme (healthy
or western) dietary patterns were recruited. Such
enrolment ensured high variance in the dietary
intake within the group of participants and enabled
analysing data in a broad range of intakes. The qual-
ity of diet was estimated by establishing the value of
the Healthy Eating Index (HEI) [34, 35]. The dietary
intakes (vitamins B1, B2, B6, B9, B12) were calcu-
lated using the Dieta 6.0 software (National Food and
Nutrition Institute, Warsaw). Intakes of choline and
betaine were calculated using the USDA database for
the choline content of common foods [36]. Due to
its connection with the 1CC, plasma homocysteine
was assessed with using high-performance liquid
chromatography with DAD detector (Merck Hitachi
D-7000) [37, 38].

2.3. DNA extraction, DNA methylation and TL
assessments

DNA was extracted from whole blood using the
NucleoSpin Blood Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany).

Relative TL was determined with a qPCR method
normalizing the amount of telomere repeat amplifica-
tion product to a single copy gene (IFNB1) product, as
previously described [39]. 2 ng of gDNA were ampli-
fied and the SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green
Supermix (Biorad) was used to optimize sensitivity
and specificity of the assay. An inter-run calibrator
was present in all PCR plates. Primers used are shown
in Table 1 of supplementary materials (Table 1 S).

Bisulfite pyrosequencing was performed to assess
DNA methylation levels in long interspersed nuclear
element-1 (LINE-1), and the selected CpGs for the
epigenetic clock estimation, as previously described
[29, 40]. DNA was converted with bisulfite using the
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Table 1

Spearman’s correlations between 6CpG-EA, AA, TL, LINE-1 methylation and chronological age

6CpG-EA AA TL LINE-1 Age

B1 intake (mg/d) r –0.199 –0.151 0.167 0.100 –0.127
p 0.005 0.034 0.022 0.162 0.074

B2 intake (mg/d) r –0.114 –0.120 0.142 0.120 –0.045
p 0.111 0.094 0.052 0.094 0.531

B6 intake (mg/d) r –0.169 –0.166 0.117 0.060 –0.080
p 0.018 0.020 0.109 0.405 0.261

B9 intake (�g/d) r –0.160 –0.127 0.136 0.029 –0.102
p 0.025 0.076 0.063 0.683 0.152

B12 intake (�g/d) r –0.117 –0.097 0.063 0.075 –0.062
p 0.103 0.178 0.387 0.297 0.385

Choline intake (mg/d) r –0.184 –0.179 0.177 0.110 –0.065
p 0.010 0.012 0.015 0.125 0.360

Betaine intake (mg/d) r –0.066 –0.004 0.077 0.170 –0.129
p 0.361 0.960 0.296 0.018 0.071

Bonferroni Adj. p = 0.007

Table 2

Spearman’s correlations between the intakes of nutrients involved in the 1CC and 6CpG-EA, TL, LINE-1 methylation and chronological
age

Healthy diet group Western diet group
6CpG-EA AA TL LINE Age 6CpG-EA AA TL LINE Age

B1 intake (mg/d) r –0.175 –0.049 –0.078 0.056 –0.170 –0.223 –0.251 0.379 0.158 –0.080
p 0.083 0.628 0.461 0.584 0.092 0.028 0.013 1.3*10−4 0.122 0.431

B2 intake (mg/d) r –0.039 –0.010 –0.055 0.111 –0.036 –0.216 –0.231 0.335 0.164 –0.086
p 0.700 0.921 0.603 0.273 0.719 0.034 0.023 0.001 0.108 0.395

B6 intake (mg/d) r –0.026 –0.058 –0.143 0.053 0.043 –0.314 –0.287 0.352 0.114 –0.214
p 0.799 0.571 0.173 0.605 0.673 0.002 0.004 3.9*10−4 0.268 0.033

B9 intake (�g/d) r –0.113 –0.046 –0.027 0.049 –0.101 –0.281 –0.243 0.305 0.114 –0.193
p 0.266 0.651 0.795 0.634 0.317 0.005 0.017 0.002 0.268 0.055

B12 intake (�g/d) r –0.087 –0.048 –0.109 0.098 –0.029 –0.174 –0.153 0.227 0.073 –0.113
p 0.389 0.639 0.302 0.334 0.774 0.089 0.134 0.025 0.474 0.262

Choline intake (mg/d) r –0.125 –0.111 –0.004 0.195 –0.027 –0.266 –0.260 0.348 0.042 –0.122
p 0.219 0.272 0.973 0.053 0.792 0.009 0.010 4.8*10−4 0.685 0.226

Betaine intake (mg/d) r –0.006 0.116 0.06 0.025 –0.198 –0.152 –0.178 0.082 0.284 –0.039
p 0.952 0.262 0.573 0.809 0.052 0.137 0.081 0.423 0.005 0.699

Bonferroni Adj. p = 0.007.

EZ-96 DNA Methylation Gold Kit (Zymo Research,
Orange, USA) following the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The selected areas were amplified by means
of the Pyromark PCR Kit (Qiagen, Germany) and
sequenced using the Pyromark Q24 instrument (Qia-
gen, Germany). Primers used are listed in Table 1 S of
supplementary materials. The CpGs selected for the
epigenetic clock were associated with the genes of
Elongation Of Very Long Chain Fatty Acids Protein
2 (ELOVL2), Immunoglobulin Superfamily Member
11 (IGSF11), Coiled-Coil Domain-Containing Pro-
tein 102B (CCDC102B), Collagen Type I Alpha 1
Chain (COL1A1), Four And A Half LIM Domains

Protein 2 (FHL2), and MEIS1 Antisense RNA 3
(MEIS1-AS3). The methylation percentages of the 6
selected CpGs were used in a multivariable model to
calculate the epigenetic age (6CpG-EA), as described
by Han et al. [29]. The CpGs identified by Han et al.
that have been used to calculate EA in this manuscript
are detailed in supplementary materials Table 2 S. No
transformation of the chronological age was applied
since only adult (>30 y/o) were included in this
study. AA was defined as the residuals from regress-
ing predicted age on chronological age. Individuals
with negative AA are considered to be biologically
younger than their chronological age, and vice versa.
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Fig. 1. The 6CpG-EA is highly correlated with the chronological age (A). The 6CpG-EA is negatively correlated with telomeres length (B)
and LINE-1 methylation levels (C). MAE: Mean Absolute Error.

LINE-1 methylation was determined interrogating
the L1Hs sequences as described by Tabish et al. [40].

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data are presented as means ± standard deviations
unless otherwise indicated. Correlations between
continuous variables were tested with Pearson’s or
Spearman’s correlations for parametric and non-
parametric data, respectively. The normality of data
distribution was evaluated using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test. Parameters with skewed distributions
were appropriately log-transformed before the analy-
ses. Student’s t-test or ANOVA test with Bonferroni’s
correction were used to test differences between
means. General linear model was used to test asso-
ciation between categorical and continuous variables
adjusting for covariates. The varimax-rotated Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) was used as a
technique for dimension reduction in multivariate
analysis. A p-value < 0.05 was considered significant
throughout the study. The Bonferroni correction was
applied to correct p values in multiple comparisons.
Since this study can be described as explorative, we
reported also nominal correlations, as indicated in
the text. IBM SPSS Statistics 18 [41] and R software
version 4.0.5 (ggplot2 package [42]) was used for
statistical analysis and visualization.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics

No significant differences in distribution of age
(healthy diet group: 38.6 ± 5.0; western diet group:

37.8 ± 4.8; p = 0.215), genders (50% of males and
50% of females in both groups; p = 0.556) or smok-
ers (14% in the healthy, 18% in the western diet
group; p = 0.281) were measured between the healthy
and the western diet group. Higher prevalence of
sedentary people was in the western diet group than
in the healthy diet group (p = 0.028). The overall
dietary quality measured with the Healthy Eating
Index (HEI) was highly different between the two
groups (healthy diet group: 76.90 ± 9.21; western
diet group: 58.71 ± 10.47; p = 1.8*10−28). Descrip-
tive statistics for micronutrient intakes and blood
homocysteine have been previously reported [30, 43]
and are summarized in Table 3S. Significantly lower
intakes of B2, B6, B9 and higher intakes of betaine
were detected in the western than in the healthy diet
group (Table 3S). A nominally higher homocysteine
level was detected in the western diet group than in
the healthy diet group (Table 3S).

3.2. The 6CpG-epigenetic clock correlates with
chronological age and other molecular
hallmarks of aging (TL, LINE-1
methylation)

Mean 6CpG-EA in the whole group was
40.19 ± 7.79. 6CpG-EA was highly correlated with
chronological age in the whole study group (r = 0.591;
p = 7.2*10−20, Mean Absolute Error, MAE = 4.85)
(Fig. 1A). Results were similar when correlation
was tested with the logarithm of age (r = 0.588;
p = 1.3*10−19), which might be more suitable in
young populations [44]. The 6CpG-EA was sig-
nificantly lower in males than in females (mean
diff: –3.05 ± 1.09; p = 0.001), despite no significant
differences were measured for chronological age
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Fig. 2. Boxplots show 6CpG-EA differences among individuals with different physical activity levels (A). Correlation between FM% and
6CpG-EA (B) and chronological age (C) are shown. FM: fat mass; PAL: physical activity level (1 = low; 2 = medium; 3 = high) measured by
the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ).

Fig. 3. No differences in the 6CpG-EA between healthy and western diet group have been identified (A). No correlation between 6CpG-EA
and HEI have been found (B). H: healthy diet group; W: western diet group.

between the two groups (p = 0.204) (Figure 1S).
The 6CpG-EA was inversely correlated with TL
(r = –0.150; p = 0.040) (Fig. 1B) and LINE-1 methy-
lation (r = –0.240; p = 0.001) (Fig. 1C). Mean AA was
2.04 ± 6.29 in the whole group. It was correlated with
LINE-1 methylation (r = –0.217; p = 0.002), but not
with telomere length (r = –0.051; p = 0.483).

3.3. 6CpG-EA is not associated with smoking,
physical activity and body composition

Neither the 6CpG-EA (p = 0.720) nor the AA
(p = 0.737) were different between smokers and non-
smokers. Neither the 6CpG-EA (p = 0.561) (Fig. 2A)
nor the AA (p = 0.745) were different in subjects with
low, medium and high levels of physical activity.
The 6CpG-EA was positively correlated with FM%

(r = 0.149; p = 0.037) (Fig. 2B), despite FM% was
not correlated to the chronological age (r = 0.109;
p = 0.124) (Fig. 2C). However, there was no corre-
lation between FM% and AA (p = 0.151).

3.4. The 6CpG-EA is correlated with vitamin’s
intake

Biological age measured with the 6CpG-
epigenetic clock (6CpG-EA) was 40.22 ± 7.6 in the
healthy and 40.17 ± 8.03 (p = 0.966) in the western
group (Fig. 3A). No significant differences in AA
were measured between the two groups (healthy diet
group: 1.58 ± 6.52; western diet group: 2.51 ± 6.04;
p = 0.304). No correlation was detected between the
overall diet quality (HEI) and 6CpG-EA (r = 0.015;
p = 0.836) (Fig. 3B) or AA (r = –0.010; p = 0.873).
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Homocysteine blood level was not correlated to
the 6CpG-EA in the whole sample (r = –0.136;
p = 0.057).

Remarkably, the 6CpG-EA and AA were nomi-
nally correlated with the intake of several nutrients
involved in the 1CC, which were not correlated to
the chronological age (Table 1).

Of note, the intakes of these nutrients were signifi-
cantly different between genders (Table 4S). Testing
the association between the 6CpG-EA and genders
adjusting the analysis for the intake of these nutri-
ents, the difference in the epigenetic age previously
detected between males and females was no more sig-
nificant (p = 0.131). This suggests that rather intakes
of nutrients involved in 1CC than sex is a determinant
of the 6CpG-EA in this sample.

Due to the different distribution of these nutri-
ents intake also between healthy and western diet
groups (Table 3S), we tested the correlations with
the 6CpG-EA separately. Data showed that the corre-
lation between intakes of nutrients and the 6CpG-EA
was significant in the western diet group but not in
the healthy diet group (Table 2). Similar results were
obtained considering the correlation between nutri-
ents intake and AA (Table 2). This suggests that lower
intakes of B1, B2, B6, B9 and choline, especially in
a western dietary pattern, is reflected into an acceler-
ation of the epigenetic age.

3.5. Lifestyle associated factors and other
molecular marks of aging (TL, LINE-1
methylation)

TL was negatively correlated with the chrono-
logical age (r = –0.163; p = 0.025). It did not differ
between smokers and non-smokers (p = 0.720) or
between genders (p = 0.194) and did not correlate
with body composition (p = 0.489). Physical activity
level was not associated to TL (p = 0.198).

TL was not different between the healthy diet and
the western diet group (p = 0.194) and did not cor-
relate with HEI (p = –0.026; p = 0.720). However,
consistently to what observed for the 6CpG-EA, it
showed a positive correlation with the intake of the
nutrients involved in the 1CC (Table 2). This sup-
ports the hypothesis that the intake of these nutrients
can have a role against the progressive deregu-
lation of the genome functions occurring during
aging.

LINE-1 methylation level was nominally corre-
lated with chronological age (r = –0.139; p = 0.053).

It did not differ between smokers and non-smokers
(p = 0.735). A slightly but significantly lower methy-
lation in the LINE-1 was observed in the female
than in males in this group (M: 75.1 ± 1.7% vs F:
74.4 ± 1.3%; p = 0.004). LINE-1 methylation did not
correlate with body composition (p = 0.122). Physical
activity level was not correlated to LINE-1 methyla-
tion (p = 0.155).

LINE-1 methylation was not different between the
healthy diet and the western diet group (p = 0.206)
and did not correlate with HEI (p = –0.067; p = 0.352).
It was not correlated with micronutrients intake in
the entire sample (Table 1), except for a nominal
correlation with betaine intake, that was significant
only in the western diet group (r = 0.284; p = 0.005)
(Table 2).

3.6. PCA confirms the correlation between
vitamin intakes and molecular hallmarks of
aging

Due to the cross-correlation existing between
the nutrients’ intakes (Bartlett’s test of spheric-
ity; p = 1.9*10−93), we performed a PCA as an
unsupervised technique for dimensionality reduction
(Table 4S) to confirm the association between these
variables and the biological age. Two principal com-
ponents (PCs), cumulatively explaining the 57.3% of
the variance have been computed (Table 5S). Anal-
ysis of PCA loadings identified B1, B2, B6, B9 as
major contributors for PC1, while B12, choline and
betaine for PC2.

PC1 was negatively correlated with homocysteine
levels in the whole sample (r = –0.187; p = 0.009),
supporting the hypothesis that lower vitamins intake
can impact the 1CC thus leading to homocys-
teine accumulation and vice versa. No association
between circulating homocysteine levels and PC2
was detected (p = 0.136).

PC1 was positively associated with TL (r = 0.195;
p = 0.008) and negatively with the 6CpG-EA
(r = –0.158; p = 0.028). No associations were detected
with LINE-1 methylation (r = 0.066; p = 0.359).
PC2 was correlated with 6CpG-EA (r = –0.158;
p = 0.028) and with LINE-1 methylation (r = 0.198;
p = 0.006) but not with TL (r = 0.116; p = 0.115).
Similar results were obtained considering the
AA. In particular, AA was correlated with PC1
(r = –0.158; p = 0.030) but not with PC2 (r = –0.94;
p = 0.199). All in all, these findings suggest that
higher intakes of these micronutrients can promote
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot showing correlations between PC1 and 6CpG-EA (A), TL (B), AA (C), LINE-1 (D), in the two diet groups (H: healthy;
W: western).

healthy aging measured with these molecular hall-
marks.

Due to the differences concerning nutrient intakes
measured between healthy and western diet groups
(Table 3S), we tested the correlations between nutri-
ent intakes and the molecular hallmarks of aging in
the two groups separately (Fig. 4, Fig. 5).

As previously shown, these correlations mainly
concern PC1 and are significant only in the west-
ern diet group (Fig. 4). In particular, in the western
diet group, PC1 was associated to significantly
lower 6CpG-EA (r = –0.314; p = 0.003) and AA
(r = –0.348; p = 0.001) and higher telomeres length
(r = 0.381; p = 4.5*10−5). Similar but weaker cor-
relations were detected in the western diet group
for the PC2 (Fig. 5), which was also nominally
correlated with LINE-1 methylation (r = 0.322; p =
0.002).

4. Discussion

Recent epigenetic biomarkers of aging based on
the analysis of DNA methylation at specific sites
of the genome have been proposed (i.e. epigenetic
clocks). Among them, a simple and easy accessible
way to measure the epigenetic age has been pro-
posed by Han et al. by measuring 6 CpGs. In this
study, we tested the validity of this 6CpG-based clock
in association with other biomarkers of aging in an
independent cohort of 200 subjects. The 6CpG-EA
was significantly correlated with chronological age
and negatively associated with telomeres’ length and
LINE-1 methylation levels. This evidence supports
the validity of this tool to estimate the biological age
of an individual, in accordance to other molecular
hallmarks of aging. Since lifestyle factors have been
related to a number of health outcomes as well as to
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot showing correlations between PC2 and 6CpG-EA (A), TL (B), AA (C), LINE-1 (D), in the two diet groups (H: healthy;
W: western).

molecular aging rates, it is of interest to understand
if epigenetic clock can be used to trace the effect
of smoking, physical activity, body composition and
dietary intakes on the biological age. Previous evi-
dence (summarized in a recent systematic review
[45]) showed that acceleration of epigenetic clocks
is significantly related to mortality, cardiovascular
disease, cancer and diabetes. Moreover, associations
between BMI, HIV infection, and male sex with
acceleration of one or more epigenetic clocks have
been identified. However, limited data are available
about the impact of environmental factors, especially
diet, on EA measured with targeted approaches (like
the 6CpG-EA).

Despite cigarette smoking has been associated to
alterations of DNA methylation patterns [46], we did
not identify any association with smoking and the
6CpG-EA. This might be due to the lacking of quan-
titative data (number of cigarettes smoked per day)

and limited number of smokers in the whole group.
Moreover, the exclusion of the CpGs that are mostly
affected by smoking in the selection process of the
6 CpG by Han et al. [29] might also explain the
lack of this association. Physical activity was not
associated to the 6CpG-EA in our sample, despite
its correlation with epigenetic pathways has been
described [47]. Although physical activity emerged
as a modulator of the epigenetic age in some previous
investigations based on other epigenetic clocks (e.g.,
[22]), this relation was not uniform among studies
systematically reviewed by Oblak et al. [45]. A mild
correlation between the 6CpG-EA with body com-
position was detected in our sample, but this was not
confirmed adjusting the analysis for the chronolog-
ical age. Even though previous studies identified a
correlation between the EA and BMI [48, 49], the
exact connection between BMI and methylation lev-
els remains poorly understood [45]. Moreover, in
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studies suggesting a correlation between these param-
eters, body composition was described using BMI
and waist circumference. On the contrary, in our study
we assessed body composition by the BodPod, which
is a gold standard method using whole-body densito-
metry to determine FM%, less affected than BMI by
confounders [50–53].

A body of evidence has very recently investigated
the impact of diet on the epigenetic age measured
with the Illumina-based epigenetic clocks [22, 24,
54–57]. Despite some associations between the over-
all dietary pattern and the EA has been detected,
none of the studies provided insights on the role
of dietary intake of all the major nutrients involved
in the 1CC. Interestingly, previous evidence showed
an interaction between the methylenetetrahydrofo-
late reductase (MTHFR) C677T genotype and the
impact of diet on the epigenetic age [56], suggesting
a potential intermediary role of the 1CC underpin-
ning the link between diet and epigenetic age. Also,
Fitzgerald et al. have recently shown a reduction of
the EA (measured from saliva DNA) in 43 males
exposed to an healthy diet, which showed increased
circulating levels of blood 5-methyltetrahydrofolate
[24]. The hypothesis that boosting the 1C metabolism
might promote health [17, 58–60] and healthy aging
[60–62] is supported by our findings, showing that
lowering the intake of nutrients (especially vitamin
B6 and choline) might promote AA if associated to a
western dietary pattern.

Despite the intake of these micronutrients was
associated with the 6CpG-EA in our sample, this find-
ing does not support an unnecessary extra-dietary
supplementation, also because the effect of dietary
supplements was not investigated in this study.
Moreover, a long-term supplementation with methyl-
donors has been associated to some risks [63–65],
if not justified by specific physiopathological condi-
tions (i.e., pregnancy, dietary limitations, macrocytic
anaemia or hyperhomocysteinemia) [24]. On the con-
trary, these data highlight with a new prospective a
potential role for these vitamins in maintaining the
epigenetic age, which otherwise might be acceler-
ated by an unhealthy dietary pattern associated to a
reduced dietary intake for these nutrients.

A limitation of this study was that we did not con-
sider socio-psychological aspects (e.g., education,
stress, socio-economic status), that also have been
shown to impact the epigenetic age [45, 66]. However,
we studied a cohort which is highly homogeneous
for sex and ethnicity (which can influence the EA
[67]), and where dietary habits, physical activity lev-

els and body composition were accurately measured.
Another apparent limitation is that we applied the epi-
genetic age calculation in a relatively young cohort
quite homogeneous for age (38.2 ± 4.9). However,
whether this is a limitation for the discovery of new
epigenetic clocks, it is an advantage when we want
to measure the effect of environmental factors on
the biological age, since the confounding effect of
chronological aging is limited.

In conclusion, the 6CpG-EA appears as an interest-
ing tool able to measure the impact of lifestyle factors
(including dietary habits) on human health in an easy-
accessible way. This supports its validation and usage
in other independent and large cohorts, with the aim to
quantify the impact of dietary habits on human health.
Nevertheless, other epigenetic clocks (such as Phe-
noAge [68], GrimAge [69], and DunedinPACE [70])
still remain better suitable and more informative tools
to predict the effect of environmental exposures on
the epigenome in case a more comprehensive analysis
of the methylome can be performed.

Moreover, despite epigenetic clocks appear as
interesting and promising tools to predict the biolog-
ical age of an individual, it is still to be elucidated if
methylation at the selected CpGs play a mechanistic
role in the aging process. In this case, 6 CpG located
in genes having different biological roles have been
studied. ELOVL2 is involved in elongation of long-
chain polyunsaturated fatty acids and its methylation
is one of the most robust biomarkers of human age
[71]. Even though whether ELOVL2 has a functional
role in molecular aging is still a critical question,
it has been reported that it regulates age-associated
functional and anatomical aging in mice [72]. On the
other hand, FHL2 is a scaffolding protein that modu-
lates multiple signal transduction pathways, and it has
been recently shown to be a novel regulator of obe-
sity and energy expenditure [73]. However, whether
an active role for some of the analysed genes in the
aging process in supported by the literature, the role
of others (i.e., IGSF11, CCDC102B, COL1A1 and
MEIS1-AS3) in aging is still to be clarified. Interest-
ingly, as discussed by Han et al., two of the CpGs
included in the 6-CpG epigenetic clock (those in the
ELOVL2 and FHL2 genes) were located in prox-
imity of the binding site of CCCTC-binding factor
(CTCF), which is involved in organization of chro-
matin structure. Since chromatin deregulation during
aging is well documented [74], a functional role of
methylation in this area in age promotion might be
hypothesized. Definitely, an effort for future studies
on epigenetic clocks is to describe if they are mere
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predictors of the biological age or if the studied CpGs
have an active role in modulating aging. This is nec-
essary to better support the usage of epigenetic clocks
in clinical practice and to understand if the selected
CpGs represent also a target for age rejuvenation and
disease prevention.

Concerning the effects of diet on the selected epi-
genetic clock, our findings in particular suggest that
dietary micronutrients supporting the 1CC might play
a relevant role in maintaining a “young” epigenome.
Remarkably, the possibility to monitor the epigenetic
drift with epigenetic clocks suggests that personal-
ized strategies aimed to prevent or even to reverse
these age-related epigenetic changes to a “young”
state might be developed in the near future [75].
Nevertheless, despite some interventional studies
have been conducted [55, 56], further evidence from
independent cohorts are warranted to promote the
translation of the epigenetic clock to the clinic as a
tool for precision nutrition.
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